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Despite their semantic similarity, the Hebrew verbs 'ʔ.m.r' and 'n.g.d' ('say') have gained a morphological 

distinction in modern spoken Hebrew; While the verb 'n.g.d' is common in the future and infinitive tense, the 

verb 'ʔ.m.r' is common in the past and present tense (Choueka, 1997: 366). Therefore, the purpose of this lecture 

is to demonstrate how the morphological distinction between verbs with a similar lexical meaning has brought 

about the development of different discourse functions in their grammaticalization processes. 

Consider, for example, the two following discourse segments taken from The Corpus of Spoken Israeli Hebrew 

(CoSIH: C514_1, 055, 070; Y34, 215-216, 043-046):  

(1) [sp2] štey lexicot hatinok haya baxuc I [sp1] ma ʔat ʔomeret II  

                 Two pushes the-baby was out                     what you say 

                  After two pushes the baby was out            you don't say  

(2) [sp1] gara beʔaškelon II ʕim baʕala II                     [sp2] uh II walla II tagidi vehi um I gara besxirut  

                 Lives in-Ashkelon with husband-her           uh really you-will-say and-she um lived in-rent  

                 She lives in Ashkelon with her husband      uh really, say, did she um rent an apartment  

As can be seen from these examples, while the construction in the first example which includes the verb 'ʔ.m.r' 

in the present tense refers to a previously mentioned argument in the discourse, the construction in the second 

example which includes the verb 'n.g.d' in the future tense refers to a new subject that is about to be introduced 

in the discourse. 

Both of the constructions in these examples are interpersonal discourse markers with different discourse 

functions; The construction 'ma ʔat/a ʔomer/et' is used to express surprise at the interlocutor's previous 

utterance while the construction 'tagid/i' is used to draw the interlocutor's attention to a new subject in the 

discourse. According to Traugott (1988), one kind of the semantic change involved in grammaticalization is the 

shift from a propositional meaning which refers to a physical situation to an expressive meaning, i.e. a meaning 

that expresses the speaker's subjective beliefs and attitude toward the situation. This shift is motivated by the 

pragmatic strengthening of an expressive meaning implied in the context. In its propositional meaning, the 

construction 'ma ʔat/a ʔomer/et' is used by the speaker to ask a question regarding the content of an utterance 

that was not heard or understood during conversation (what did you just say). An expressive meaning is implied 

in certain bridging contexts in which the speaker asks the addressee clarification regarding a previous argument 

because he is surprised by it. In contrast, the construction 'tagid/i' is used by the speaker in its propositional 

meaning to order the addressee to say something specific (tell me). An expressive meaning is implied in this case 

by the speaker's demand of the addressee to address a certain subject. In both cases the inference of an 



expressive meaning is affected by the propositional context in which it is made, including the placement of the 

action in the present or the future. Thus, my claim is that the frequent use of the verb in a certain tense in modern 

spoken Hebrew caused constructions in which the verb appears in that tense to become more frequent and 

grammaticalize to discourse markers whose function not only preserves aspects of their propositional meaning 

(Hopper, 1991), but also correlates with the tense in which the verb appears.  

Support for this claim comes from the Emergent Grammar approach (Hopper, 1998). According to this approach, 

grammar is not only a set of rules used by speakers during discourse, but also the product of discourse. In this 

view, grammar is in a constant state of emergence and it is shaped by repeating patterns in the discourse. Thus, 

the emergence of a grammatical construction depends on prior uses of the construction in the discourse and on 

the contexts in which the construction appeared. This approach to grammar is part of the Usage-Based Theory 

which assumes that "language structure is created as language is used" (Bybee, 2011: 69). In this presentation, I 

take the usage-based approach to grammaticalization. Following Traugott (1989), I wish to show how frequency 

of inferences being made during discourse propels semantic changes during the grammaticalization process.  

By examining examples taken from The Corpus of Spoken Israeli Hebrew and from on-line databases of written 

Hebrew along different periods of Hebrew, I wish to map out the semantic changes that constructions including 

the verbs 'ʔ.m.r' and 'n.g.d' had undergone since their emergence to the Hebrew language and show how these 

semantic changes correlate to syntactic and pragmatic changes that the constructions had undergone. 

Contrasting the different changes the two verbs had undergone will help show how frequency of use of 

different patterns in the discourse (appearance in the past and present tense vs. the future tense) has brought 

two verbs with a similar meaning to undergo different semantic, syntactic and pragmatic changes and as result, 

to grammaticalize to constructions with different discourse functions.  
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